DIVA® ACOUSTICAL SHELL
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Knowledge of customer needs building full-stage acoustical shells. Proven expertise in variety of applications. Excellent track record
for after-sale service.

COMPLETE ACOUSTICAL
ENCLOSURE

HIGH END AESTHETICS
Visually stunning background
for any event: concerts, recitals,
speeches, award ceremonies, etc.

Superior acoustical environment
for performances. Musicians
hear broader, more balanced
sound; conductors accurately
hear whole ensemble; and
audience receives full energy
of performance.

COMPOSITE PANEL
CONSTRUCTION
Provides acoustically reflective surface
with lightweight rigidity. Excellent sound
reflection at all frequencies.

OPTIONAL INTEGRATED LIGHTING
Integrated into the ceiling panels to
provide even light levels. Saves time in
set-up. No need to rig and re-focus lights.
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WIDE VARIETY OF
FINISH OPTIONS
Extensive selection of paint, wood veneer
or laminate finishes. Custom appearance
cost-effectively compliments auditorium
aesthetics. Matching or accenting trim
available.

ALL-ALUMINUM
TOWER FRAME
Provides lightweight strength and
maneuverability. Attractive, clean
design.

AIR TRANSPORTER
Easily move towers on a cushion of air,
saving crew time with fast set-ups (usually
one hour or less) and take-downs. Protects
stage floor from damage.

WHEELED MOVER
An economical, wheeled mover option to
easily move towers.

CONVENIENT DOORS

NESTING TOWERS

Access panels on side-by-side towers
create a double door that accommodates
a grand piano.

Offers compact storage with minimal
footprint - in alcove, stage wing or
backstage.

Diva reflects sound back to
the source so musicians
can hear themselves more
accurately.

By reflecting and diffusing
sound throughout the
enclosure, Diva enhances
cross-communication vital
to ensemble erformance.

For conductors, Diva delivers
a more accurate blend of
sounds from the entire
orchestra.

Diva projects sound into
the audience and prevents
sound energy from escaping
into the fly loft, curtains,
and stage wings.
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